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ABSTRACT
Pronunciation is an iMpOrtant subskill in second

language learning, therefore worth evaluating. Its quality is
commonly assessed in a global, impressionistic way by having learners
read aloUd. While this allowe coMparison of examinees' skills,
ability to read aloud is a poisible confounding variable. An
alternative method is to have learners read texts in which only
marked elements are judged as correct or incorrect. A study compared
the reliability and validity of this and the traditional, holistic
method. Pronunciation tests were developed for Dutch learners of
French and German that incorporated words in which pronunciation
errors occur frequently. The tests were administered to secondary
school students (German=26, French=19). Recorded readings were rated
in both the traditional way and with the marked-item method by
teacher panels to measure reliability. Results suggest the new method
can improve evaluation. To determine validity, another experiment
simulated regular teacher evaluation of student pronunciation in
French by comparing ratings of pronunciation in: (1) spontaneous
speech; (2) a traditional read-aloud text; and (3) marked items in a
read-aloud text. These results suggest that (3) marked items in a
read-aloud text. These results suggest the new alternative is not
preferable to traditional, holistic rating because it can not give a
general impression of pronunciation quality. Further research is
recommended. (MSE)
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TESTING PRONUNCIATION

JAN van %MERIN

National Institute tor Schiditional Measurement (Cite)

The Netherlands

ABSTRACT

Pronunciation is regarded as a valuable subskill in foreign language
teaching and testing. Its quality is commonly assessed in a global way
by having tutees reed aloud, A more systematical snd transparent
approach to evaluation is proposed. The reliability of the experimental
approach is compared with the reliability of a traditional rating pro-
cedure. In $ second study the external validity of the xperimental
approach is determined.

1. Introduction

There are good reasons for not neglecting pronunciation as an important

subskill in foreign language teaching and testing. First of 40, with a good

pronunciation one can make oneself better understood. It gives one's oral

production a cortain redundancy and this can help o speaker to get his

message across more easily. Secondly, pronunciation is quite attractive as

learning objective because of its high pay-eff. The number of sounds,

sound clusters and intonation patterns in a language is finite, just like the

alphabet. Once the system has been mastered it can be applied in one's

future performance, thus giving it fundamentally an infinite scope.

Thirdly, deviant pronunciation means that One is immediately 'mark-

ed' abroad. A 'foreign accent' is often used as the means to distinguish

non-natives from native speakers. There can be some discussion about the

proposal that foreigners should cherish their r61e as non-natives, Itow-

ever, one can think of learners who would prefer a native-like pronuncia-

tion, for example those with a particularly strong integrative motivation.

and one can imagine situations in which one wishes to avoid immediate

identification as a foreigner.
It prenunciation is worth teaching, it I. worth evaluating. For this

evaluation ono needs a speech sample of the testes. This can be obtained
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byinvolving him in a Mom or lies apentanseus .ionversitiOn oil bY. asking
him qUeitiOns &M S text he has read before, about. his hobbit* his
-plins for the Whirs, titC. HOWiVer, it is .diffhtUlt to separate. pronuntlidiOn .

irOn other-aspects of the. WAN'S- Otal prOditotiont 'such as flUinaym vocab- .

Wary, and grammatical accuracy, and judge it independently (Clark- and
Swinton MO.

. If the testing. bout is on prOntindistions it 1* a common 'practice to
WA the testes read aloud a few lines or paragraphs of a written teitt.
The advantage of this procedure is the't One can &Obi Comparable spesCh
samples from different %atm, It cat ot be denied, however, that this
elicitation procedure evokes an unknown variable: .the ability to read
aloud. The impact of this variable is unclear. As far sa we know, no
relevant research has been carried out in order to determine its effect. It
could cause severe problems with testees who are to some extent dyslectic.

Nevertheless, reading aloud is very common in language teaching and
usually testees are familiar with it. Moreover, we cannot neglect the ad-
vantage of obtaining comparable speech samples. Having them colluded is
necessary in order to determine the quality of testing procedures.

Normally, rating is done by giving the testes a mark for the overall
impression of his pronunciation. Rating can be based on a four-, five- or
six-point-scale. Every point on the scale is defined by a description of one
or two prominent ohareeteristics of the testee's performance, like 'occa-
sional phonemic errors, but genielly comprehensible, or 'many phonemic
errors: very difficult to perceive meaning' (Clark 1972:93). The gelation
of a certain mark or scale point can be both supported and motivated by a
written record made during the testee's performanoe in which pronunciation
errors are successively noted down. The accountability and transparency
of such a -rating procedure can be improved by working out such records
in a systemstical way and by letting the final mark depend on it entirely.
Furthermore, a systematic and complete record can be used for diagnostic
purposes. Weak points in a testee's pronunciation can be subjected to
subsequent training. Propoaala for setting up mach records are found in
several testing guidelines (eg. Harris 1969:86-87, Heaton 1979:84-86, and
Madsen 1983:66-68). These procedures have in common that tn a running
text or in a list of unconnected sentence& possible pronunotation problems,
including stress and intonation problems, are marked: for example (Harris
1969:86) .

While Mr. Brown read his newspaper, primary stress
his wife finished packing tiiraothes voiced final coneonant(e)

ii
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r-,for.the trip. The ttlitctie wit
quite full, and. Iht *is having

_....great deal a difficulty finding
vowel quality
primary stress

An unmarked versian of the teat is read aloud by the testae and the tester

Oaks off the places where an error is made.

1. Statement of the problem

We decided to examine the reliability of a rating procedure for the evalu-
ation of pronunciation by which only marked elements in a text read aloud

are judged in a rather straightforward way: the realisation of each element

could be judged either as correct or as incorrect. The reliability of this
procedure was to be compared with the reliability of the common practice

when an overall impression mark is given for the quality of the tutee's
pronunciation after reading a text aloud. We will call the first, the expe-
rimental method, Itomistio, and the second, the traditional method, 'hol-

istic'.

1,1. The Pretest

First of all, an inventory waa made of common pronun9lation errors in

German and French as spoken by Dutch people. Such inventories can be

extracted from several textbooks for the teaching of the pronunciation of

German and French. Two texts were selected end adapted slightly. On an

average, every 5th or 5th word (German) and every 5th or Dth word
(French) contained a pronunciation problem. The German text was read

aloud by 10 adults, the French text by 14. All tutees had learned the
respective foreign language in the secondary school. The tosteea' tape
recordings were marked by a panel of fully qualified teachers, 7 for both

German and French, after a short instruction. The tape recordings wore
presented only once, without stops or replays. The raters wore to mark

the separate items on a rating sheet of the type that was outlined above.

Only incorrect realieations of elements in the texts were marked, so that

for each tostee and rater the number of pronunciation errors could be

calculated
However, unmarked items are ambiguous with regard to their interpreta-

tion. An unmarked item can mean two things:

4
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10 two pronChOittion error hts hien teadei
s'(2) a proliUtidittiercerror hat 'not been mighitered.
!tete that art hirdly *irked -by the .ratert si tU ere Of no interest, The

leeteet' prointiiciation is either. oorrics1-Or .ar.roft It* hat eeident smith,
_ ,

Such Heine tre iniperfluous it the likes. tre to be ditcriiiihitid On the
.:niude of the quality of their ptonunciation. !tame thit are Marked as
:incorrect 10 it substantial extent are more Amportent in !hit reapect.

For a good !OM, ie. an Hem With a certain discriminative power,
regiltration of errors it a necessary, but not a tUffialeni, ConditiOn. It is
also necessary that a vast 'polarity of riders should react in the same way
oh -the saMi item and the-tame testes. ideally, every rater should mark an
item se incorrect each time NMI itie.rialised incorrectly Ind do nothing it
it I. realited in *a darted .atie..the picas:lure I. absolutely
reliable. However, ss a rUle absolute reliability (Monet be attained, Factors
such as leek of power of pereePtion or flagging ooneentretion among the
raters will prevent this. Nevertheless a Certain minimal requirement of
reliability must be met if the rating procedure is to be worthwhile.

In order to select sueoessful items for the testing procedure under
investigation we set the following conditions:
(1) the majority of raters (5 out of ?) should register an error made by a

certain testes on a swills item;
(2) the raters should show a certain measure of agreement in their ratings

of all the testess on a particular item. A minimum value of .70 tor an
interrater reliability coefficient was set.

(As an index tor agreement we used percentage of agreement uncorrected
for chance.) About 30% of the German and French items met both criteria,

There are reasons to believe that there is some systematic difference
between sucoesaful and unsuoceuful Items. In general, successful items do
not allow grades of correatness in their realisation. They are either rea-
lised correctly of.incorrectly but not 'more or leas, correctly. For example,
the realisation of is either correot or incorrect, whereas a vowel can
be more or less diphthongised or nasalised. Eters tolerance can vary among
raters. In the same way the aspiration of a unvoiced plosive can be more
or less pronounced. There is no clear cut-ott point.

Both tests were revised; the main difference between the resulting
German and the French test was that the first was revised in a strictly
mechanical way: only pronunciation problems represented by items that
passed the pretest were selected, whereas the French test was adjusted

OEST COPY AVELAELE
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asith- the help of the iotuil tape recording.. Almoit the original pro,sir

nuncistion PO:biome were preierved In the detinitise version.

.

s

1.2. Test and analysis of data

for the trial of the definitiVe tests new tape recordings were made. The

text was reed aloud by pupils in secondary schooli_who had learned German

for 244 years end French for 3-5 years,
There were 211 testees end 24 items for German and 19 testees and 40

items for _French. The tap* reoordings were rated by 14 fully qualified

teachers of ()Orman and 15 fully quelified teachers of French, again atter a

short instruction. The rating procedure was cirried, out in the same way

as in the pretest.
The purpose of the data analysis wee to estimate the reliability of this

pmposed atomistio procedure. Reliability can be expressed Us a coefficient

between 1 and Os 1 means that the teat measures the differences between

the testes. in a very systematical, perfect ways there is coMplete agree-

ment among raters. Every item puts the teetees in the same rank order

from higher to lower ability. 0 means that the test is completely unreliable,

that there is no systematical variance at all.

The following reliability coefficients wore found, using generalisability

theory (Bolus et al. 1982, Brennan 1983).

French German

1 rater/ .88 .52

2 raters .92

2.3. Setting a criterion

So far via/ have only compared the results of the French and German

experimental tests. It would be helpful to know if the new procedure would

entail an improvement of traditional practice. In order to answer this

question the tapo recordings were played once more and the raters were

asked to give tho tostess a traditional impression mark on a twenty-point

scale (that is: the ten-point scale with half points as is commonly used in

6



-.the Netherlands). This ties, the following pnerilleability oufficientS were
founds -

moo/
.2 raters

Prerith Garman
.99 oft
.I6 .96

A comparison of these figures with thole of the stalled() tests shows that
the French test is superior to holistic rating and that tho German test is
not.

2.4. Preliminary conclusions and dilcussion

Thor* seems to be a chance that traditional practice in the testing of
pronunciation can be improved it an atomistio test is used. Such a test can
farther the transparency and socountability of the evolutional procedure.
It should consist of about 40 items and be designed on the basis of rec-
orded performances. With an inventory of pronunciation problems as a
starting point one should try to find regular pitfells in a text as it is
spoken.

In this study we focussed on the reliability of s rating procedure that
tried to make the evaluation of pronunciation more explicit and transpar-
ent.

It should be stressed, however,, that there could be factors involved
in a holistic rating that are not oovered by the stomistic testing
procedure, such as prosody, liveliness, end overall articulation. Therefore
we decided to carry out further research into the validity of the
procedure. And, last but not least: the validity of evaluating
pronunciation on the basis of a text that is read aloud has not been
determined yet.

3. Validity study

In order to determine the validity of the stomistio procedure, a new exper-
iment hes been set up for French. In thie experiment we tried to simulate
the regular procedure of a teacher evaluating the pronunciation of his or
her own pupils. One can conceive of three different ways of judging
pronunciation in such a 'natural' setting:
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-rating
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The rating of spontaneous speech is considered most valid for there is
no interference with a testeele ability to read aloud. If there is a fairly
strong positive correlation between the outcomes of an atomtatio soaring of
reading aloud and a holistic rating ot spontaneous speech, then the experi-
mental method should be considered valid as well. If the obrrelation be-
tween holistic rating of spontaneous speech, on the one hand, and holistic
rating of reading aloud, on the other, ie sufficiently high, then the as-
sumption that reading aloud and spontaneous speech will yield a different
quality of pronunciation is falsified, at least for our target group, pupils
in secondary duoaeon one year bofore their final examination.

3.1. Design

The experiment was set up in such a way that 5 teachers of French each
had to evaluate the pronunciation of !ft of their own pupils. The pupils'
voices were tape-recorded. First, the teachers listened to 11) testate
reading a text aloud. They had to note down a global impression mark for
each testee's quality of pronunciation. Then, they had to judge the same
testees reading the same text according to the experimental atomistic
method. Next they heard samples of French spoken spontaneously by the
testees. They wore, however, put in a different sequence in order to
reduce a possible recall effect.

Samples of spontaneous speech were elicited by ro le-playing. The
testee was involved in a situational dialogue with a reel native speaker,

BEST COPY /AARE



pitying thi pert of * foreign ligUilntsnci tate Uld Pie Vide I bOlidaY jab

011ie Officer who had til'Oopi-idth the Pleb tele Of ó *Wen bitycle.
Again :theY Were -Sikaci te: nide '4iivin globil Impression Minsk. In

:.Order, to eases* ihii reliabUfty' of .the **current Proeedires the OOtplite

Odle bad till be repested *dth th Seto teichere liad the sat* testess Wit
with another text end another sampli. Of ipanteneous speech. This 11 a

-.-rather strong form of reliability assessment. It is estimated by COMpiring

parellel testfOrtbs. The Method was not restricted to a simple test-retest
procedure %kith the same test.

.!

The following reliability coefficients were founds

1

$

.73 < .84 < .91

.65 < .19 < .811

.75 (ICII SO)

From these results ft follows that the three test formats are approxi-

mately equivalent if we take the usual 95% confidence limits into account.

Holistic rating as weft as atomietio sooring are proved to be quite
reliable. Now, if there is a fairly strong positive correlation between both

pmedures, then atomistic scoring and holistic rating measure the same

variable. The following correlation coefficients were found (again with 95%

confidence limits):

2 $

.72 < .84 < .90 .27 < .61 < .70

.36 < .58 < .74

The correlations between holistic rating and atomistic scoring are only

moderate, whereas the correlation between holistic rating of spontaneous

speech and reading aloud is quite high.

3.2. Conclusion

On the basis of this validity study the following conclusions can be drawn.

In the upper forms of secondary school one can give value judgements for

pronunciation by having the tutees read aloud a text, as well es on the



bilis of a maple ot epOnteneotii iPiech, harthermOre, Itoinistid adoring le

- not a very good alternative for hOiiiitic rating. It cannot predict a geddral

.iMpression of the quality Of I testeets prOnunciation; Besides segmental

UMW*. Ind stress Or IntoOation .Pittorno there swat- be ono Or two other

relevant fadtors in it that determini the qUillty Of PronUnciation.

Natural rhythm, liveliness, speaking rate? WI do not know yet exactly

what they ere. Further research hie to be carried out.
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